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Personal

HTML,

CSS/SCSS

TailwindCSS, Bootstrap, MUI

Javascript, Typescript

React.js, Next.js

Redux, Context API

Rest API’s

Web3, Ethers.js, Cardano

GIT, Github, Bitbucket

Jira, Agile, Scrum



Figma, Adobe XD

Adobe Illustrator, Adobe Photoshop,

Premiere Pro

Skills

English ●●○○○

Language

For reference letters and contact 
information related to my references, 
please get in touch.
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Education

Tahsin SUNGUR
Frontend Developer

I have over 1.5 years of experience in frontend development. Working 
at an innovative company like Mallconomy, I've enhanced my skills in 
state management and project architecture by working on various 
React/Next.js projects. Additionally, I've been involved in different 
projects from WordPress to Next.js during my freelance work. I strive 
to continuously learn and improve, focusing on creating innovative, 
user-centered solutions.

Summary

Mallconomy
Frontend Developer

Techs: React, Next.js, Javascript, Typescript, Web3, Redux, Context API, Storybook

10/2022 - 11/2023

Mallconomy is building the metaverse's most fun shopping mall on 
Polygon specifically for the creators, brands and workers, with 
immersive dynamics, exclusive partnerships and the endless 
possibilities of a robust GameFi economy

 I developed a web app where users can log in with their social 
media accounts or web3 wallets, complete marketing tasks, earn 
points, and convert these points into rewards

 I transformed a web application where users earn rewards by 
completing marketing tasks, which had a total of 1.2 million users 
and high traffic, into a SaaS model. While working on this project, I 
particularly improved my skills in state management and project 
architecture

 Developed an admin panel to oversee user actions and tasks

 I developed a web application using React, Typescript, and 
Ethers.js where users can perform minting and claiming operations 
for MallCard NFTs within the Mallconomy Metaverse on the 
Polygon network. In this app, I enabled them to view their referral 
rewards and the Mallconomy points earned through their NFTs

 I developed a token sale page where users can purchase tokens 
using their web3 wallets, enabling a client for whom we provide 
technological infrastructure services to conduct token sales.

Freelance
Frontend Developer

2018 - 2022

During my time as a freelance frontend developer, I developed various 
WordPress websites and distributed a few free themes. Subsequently, 
I reinforced my skills in Next.js by developing several web applications, 
continuously improving myself.

Experience
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